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Introduction
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is a main technology for multiplexing and switching a variety of information such as voice, data, image and video, and the ATM technology has been adopted to High-speed Local Area Networks and to Broad-band ISDNs. Related to this movement, there have been a number of studies on performance analyses for ATM multiplexers .
In an ATM network, information is divided into blocks of small fixed size, referred to as cells, and transmitted. For the reason, the cell arrival process at a switching node or a multiplexer has strong correlation in inter-arrival times. This strong correlation makes the stochastic structure complicated and the performance analysis difficult.
The most popular approximation which makes the stochastic structure simpler is a fluid queue model in which the detailed behavior of cells is ignored and cell streams are regarded as fluid streams (Fig. 1 ). In the fluid queue model, the stochastic behavior of the buffer content Qt is represented by the differential equation
where C is a constant output rate and Rt is the total input rate at time t. Many fluid queue models studied so far assume On-Off types of traffic, in which sources have two states, Onstate and Off-state, to alternate each other and each source pours fluid into the buffer at a constant rate during On-state [6, 1, 91. However, coded video traffic, which is considered to be the main traffic in ATM networks, differs largely from On-Off types of traffic.
In some simulation studies, coded video traffic is modeled as a discrete time Gaussian process [10, 13, 7, 41. Maglaris, et al. discuss a model in which coded video traffic is represented by a first-order autoregressive process [10] . With Maglaris' study as a motivation, Simonian analyzes a fluid queue model with an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, and obtains exact and approximate solutions [13] . Heyman, et al. discuss a model with a higher-order autoregressive process as a coded video input rate process [7] , and Griinenfelder, et al. propose a model with an autoregressive moving average process [4] . These processes have an advantage that the parameters of them can be easily estimated from the empirical mean and the empirical autocovariance function. However, they have been used only for simulations, and according to the authors7 knowledge, they have never been used for any theoretical analyses of fluid queue models.
There are studies on analyses of fluid queue models with Markovian-type input rate processes. Stern and Elwalid extend the On-Off source model to the one with a Markov modulated rate process (MMRP) as input rate [15] . Tanaka, et al. study the same model and obtain the transient state probabilities in an explicit form using eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a key matrix [16] . However, it is not easy to calculate the steady-state distribution from the results of these studies, except for simple fluid queue models. It is also difficult to estimate the parameters of the MMRP from actual measurement data.
In this paper, we discuss a fluid queue model with a Gaussian-type input rate process where Boy B1 and B2 are positive constants and B3 is a non-negative constant.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss a fluid queue model for an ATM statistical multiplexer with coded video input, and we introduce Gaussian-type input rate processes in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to our main theorem which gives an upper bound and a lower bound for the tail probability of the buffer content distribution.
Fluid Queue Model for ATM Statistical Multiplexer
We consider a fluid queue model for an ATM statistical multiplexer which accommodates multiple sources and serving with a single output line (see Fig. 1 ). If there are L sources and source i pours fluid into a buffer with time dependent rate R ' , then the total input rate Rt is given by Rt = ~f .
In our fluid queue model for the multiplexer, the buffer l We note that K. Debicki Many fluid queue models [6, 1, 91 assume On-Off type of traffic, in which each source has two states, On-state and Off-state, to alternate each other and pours fluid into the buffer at a constant rate during On-state (see Fig. 2 ). Traffic from voice sources or file-transfer sources might be modeled by On-Off type processes. However, coded video traffic, which is considered to be the ma,in traffic in ATM networks, seems difficult to be modeled as an On-Off type process. Figure 3 shows an example of actual coded video traffic pattern. The vertical axis represents the input rate and the horizontal axis the time. It is much different from On-Off type of traffic.
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Figure 3 where Xn is the input rate at discrete time n, ak's are real constants and &^'S are independently and identically distributed random variables with zero mean. The random variables cn7s are usually assumed to be normally distributed. Then, the sequence { E~} is considered as a discrete version of the white noise. The parameters a k , k = 1, --, K , are determined from the sample autocovariance function A(k) of actual measurement traffic data by using the Yule-Walker equation:
The parameter uo is given by m ( l -^{Ll a k ) where m is the sample mean.
In [4] , coded video traffic is modeled as an autoregressive moving average process,
The parameters ak's and hi's a,re also estimated from the sample mean and the sample autocovariance function.
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In these processes, X n can take negative values. So it is suggested in [4] that the input rate is given by max(0, X^) . However, if many video sources are multiplexed, then the standard deviation of X n becomes relatively small compared with the mean of Xni and the probability that Xn is negative becomes negligibly small. In such cases, X n itself can be used as an input rate process.
These processes look complicated, but they can be rewritten in the same form In order to avoid trivial cases, we also assume that m is less than C and h ( t ) is not a function taking zero almost everywhere, so that the integrals in the inequalities (3.2) to (3.4) are strictly positive.
The process Rt is the same as the one defined in our previous paper [B] . Here, let us call it a Gaussian-type input rate process. Clearly, Rt is a stationary Gaussian process with
The second term in the right-hand side of (3.1) is considered as the output of a linear system with a white noise input dwt/dt and an impulse response h(t) [12] . Assumption (3.2) is the stability condition for the system, and assumption (3.3) is another essential condition in order that the integration in (3.1) exist S. These assumptions are unavoidable conditions to discuss or to construct a linear system with a white noise input. Here, we assume (3.4), too. This assumption is made to ensure for the buffer content distribution in the fluid queue model to have an exponential decay property as will be seen later. However, the assumption is not strict for practical applications since most of important stable linear systems satisfy it (see Remark 1 below). Remark 1. In [8], the authors gave some examples of h(t) satisfying (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4).
The following is a summary of those examples.
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process
where cr is a real constant and K, is a positive constant.
Superposition of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes
where N is a positive integer, oi7s are real constants and K;'S are positive constants.
Continuous version of moving average process
where M and T are positive constants.
Continuous version of autoregressive process
where N is a positive integer, ni7s are non-negative integers, 6,'s are positive constants, and oi7s, wi7s and yi7s are real constants.
Continuous version of autoregressive moving average process
where g(t) is a function of type (3.7) and f (t) is a function of type (3.8).
Remark 2. In actual ATM networks, many cell streams are multiplexed, namely, many input rate processes are superposed. Individual input rate processes may not be Gaussiantype, but the total input rate process can be expected to be close to the Gaussian-type one from the central-limit theorem. Therefore, Gaussian-type processes are thought to be widely applicable as input rate processes. Later we will see that the quantity H ( o )~/~ is an important factor of decay rate of the tail probability P ( Q W > X ) . Since roo roo it is easily estimated by
N
In a fluid queue model with L independent input rate processes, the mean or the autocovariance function of the total input rate process are given by the sum of those of individual input rate processes. So the decay rate can be directly estimated from the empirical means and the empirical autocovariance functions of individual sources.
Bounds for the Tail Probability P ( Q m > X )
In t,he previous paper [ g ] , t,he authors proposed an approximation formula for the stationary tail probability as follows:
where QW is a random variable subjecting to the steady-state distribution of the buffer content and 71 is the conditional expectation of Rt in the steady-state conditioned that Rt < C. In this section, we prove the following theorem which justifies, in a sense, the rate of the exponential decay in the approximation formula (4.1).
Let At be the input process defined as Theorem 1. Th,ere are positive constants Bo, such that for sufficiently large x,
where H ( 0 ) = fr^ h(t)dt. If the covariance function Pf between At -C t and R. is nonnegative, then the term B3x can be omitted.
We shall prove the upper bound and the lower bound separately.
Proof of the upper bound
To get the upper bound in (4.3), we employ the following result used in Simonian and Virtamo's paper [14] .
The stationary distribution of the buffer content satisfies
where pt(x,y) is the joint density function of At -C t and Ro.
In [l41 (~p . 1 7 3 5 (2.10)), instead of ~~( x , y)dyl the expression pt(x\y)d@(y) is used in (4.4), where p,(+) = &^'(At -C t S xlRO = y) and @(y) = P ( R o 5 y). Simonian and Virtamo apply (4.4) t,o the case of input rate varying as an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, giving h(t) = a e K t in our formulation, and obtain an upper bound in a,n explicit form. Now let,'s consider At -Ct. From (4.2) and (3.1), we have where p = C -m and TOt = g dw, = wt -WO.
Since At -C t and R. are jointly Gaussian random variables, pt(x, y) is written as where Et is a covariance matrix of the vector random variable (At -C t, Ro). The matrix E+ is written as where cq is the variance of At -C t , Qt the covariance between At -C t and Ro7 and 7 the variance of Ro. Then a,, /lt and 7 are written in terms of h(t) and H ( t ) as follows:
Lemma 1. at, Qt and 7 have the following properties:
1. at and Qt are absolutely continuous functions o f t such that 0.0 = 0 and Q. = 0.
2. 7 and at for t > 0 are positive. Also /32 < at? for t > 0.
3. limt^/), = H(0)'/2 > 0.
. Let f t be a function such that at = H(Oy(t + f t ) , then \{,l is bounded, and hence limt+^ at/< = H ( O )~.
5. QAt = 7 A t + o(At) for small A t .
6. a~t = + o ( { A~}~) for small A t . Proof.
1. Since H ( t ) is absolutely continuous, at and ,Bt a,re also absolutely continuous.
It is obvious from (4.6) and (4.7) that 00 = 0 and /lo = 0. 
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Lemma 3. Let 6 be an arbitrary
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the right-hand side of (4.13)) we shall replace 0.1 with is a bounded function and we let f is an upper bound of positive number. Then, for X > pf + 612 and t > 0,
Proof. Let F ( t ) be the ratio of the right and the left sides of (4.14), namely,
The numerator in the brackets is divided as 6(x + fit -612) = 6(x -pf -612) + fiS(t + f), and we have
The function f l e x p [ -m ] is concave on [O, m) and has maximum value Ds = ~(0)/^/2fiSe. Hence F ( t ) < 1 and this proves the inequality (4.14).
Lemma 4. By extending the integral region to (0, oo) and by applying the well-known formula we have an upper bound 
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Since \ / a x s < < + & for a > 0, b > 0 and x > 0, we obtain the desired lower bound
